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Abstract Radiative-convective equilibrium simulations with a 2 km horizontal resolution are conducted
to investigate the impact on convective organization of different parameterizations for horizontal and vertical subgrid turbulence mixing. Three standard approaches for representing horizontal diffusion produce
starkly differing mixing rates, particularly for the entrainment mixing into updrafts, which differ by more
than an order of magnitude between the schemes. The simulations demonstrate that the horizontal subgrid
mixing of water vapor is key, with high mixing rates a necessary condition for organization of convection to
occur, since entrainment of dry air into updrafts suppresses convection. It is argued that diabatic budgets,
while demonstrating the role of spatially heterogeneous radiative heating rates in driving organization, can
overlook the role of physical processes such as updraft entrainment. These results may partially explain previous studies that showed that organization is more likely to occur at coarser resolutions, when entrainment
is solely represented by subgrid-scale turbulence schemes, highlighting the need for benchmark simulations of higher horizontal resolution. The recommendation is for the use of larger ensembles to ensure
robustness of conclusions to subgrid-scale parameterization assumptions when numerically investigating
convective organization, possibly through a coordinated community model intercomparison effort.

Plain Language Summary Thunderstorms dry out the atmosphere since they produce rainfall.
However, their efﬁciency at drying the atmosphere depends on how they are arranged; take a set of thunderstorms and sprinkle them randomly over the tropics and the troposphere will remain quite moist, but
take that same number of thunderstorms and place them all close together in a "cluster" and the atmosphere will be much drier. Previous work has indicated that thunderstorms might start to cluster more as
temperatures increase, thus drying the atmosphere and letting more infrared radiation escape to space as a
result - acting as a strong negative feedback on climate, the so-called iris effect. We investigate the clustering mechanisms using 2km grid resolution simulations, which show that strong turbulent mixing of air
between thunderstorms and their surrounding is crucial for organization to occur. However, with grid cells
of 2 km this mixing is not modelled explicitly but instead represented by simple model approximations,
which are hugely uncertain. We show three commonly used schemes differ by over an order of magnitude.
Thus we recommend that further investigation into the climate iris feedback be conducted in a coordinated
community model intercomparison effort to allow model uncertainty to be robustly accounted for.

1. Introduction
C 2017. The Authors.
V
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Around 30 years ago, computing resources reached levels adequate to integrate two-dimensional and
three-dimensional models with kilometer-scale grid sizes for periods of several weeks required to simulate
radiative-convective equilibrium states [Held et al., 1993; Tompkins and Craig, 1998a; Bretherton et al., 2005].
Despite homogeneous initial conditions, convection was found to undergo strong spontaneous organization, with deep convection restricted to moist areas that were surrounded by dry convection-free regions.
The organization leads to a drier mean atmosphere and increased outgoing long-wave radiation (OLR)
[Bretherton et al., 2005; Tobin et al., 2012; Wing and Emanuel, 2013]. Emanuel et al. [2014] have recently suggested that organization may only occur above a threshold sea surface temperature (SST), posing the
intriguing prospect of a potential negative climate feedback that may be missing from global climate models [Mauritsen and Stevens, 2015]. The reversal of the correlation between the top of atmosphere (TOA) OLR
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and SST anomalies between the west Paciﬁc warm pool area and the central Paciﬁc hints at this mechanism
[Trenberth et al., 2015]. An understanding of the factors driving convective organization is thus key.
Heterogeneous radiative heating rates can impact atmospheric circulations [Gray and Jacobson, 1977; Slingo
and Slingo, 1988; Randall et al., 1989] and a key process for convective organization involves feedback with
radiation. Convective organization quickly broke up when radiative heating rates were horizontally homogenized in Tompkins and Craig [1998a]. Since then, a number of papers have investigated this in further
detail, with the feedback variously attributed to the radiative impact of high clouds [Stephens et al., 2008]
and low clouds [Muller and Held, 2012]. Both the long-wave and short-wave radiative impacts of the heterogeneous water vapor ﬁeld can also drive convergence into moist regions [Wing and Emanuel, 2013; Emanuel
et al., 2014; Sessions et al., 2016]. Mapes and Zuidema [1996] document the changes in the vertical stability
that can result from dry layers.
Water vapor not only acts through its inﬂuence on the radiative heating; it also has a direct thermodynamical role in regulating convection [Tompkins, 2001a, 2001b; Grabowski and Moncrieff, 2004]. Dry boundary
layers will inhibit convection due to their impact on convective available potential energy (CAPE) and convective inhibition (CIN), but organization also operates partly through entrainment whereby dry midtropospheres increase evaporative cooling of updrafts, reducing updraft buoyancy [Derbyshire et al., 2004].
Sherwood et al. [2010] emphasizes the precursor role of humidity for convection, while identifying an uncertain role of convective updraft entrainment. Johnson and Lin [1997], Sherwood [1999], Bretherton et al.
[2004], and Holloway and Neelin [2009, 2010] demonstrate the positive relationship between atmospheric
water vapor and convective activity, with increasing humidity noted as a convective precursor in some of
these studies. Tompkins [2001a] noted a larger impact of perturbations in the 900–700 hPa layer since
downdrafts immediately transported the dry anomaly to the boundary layer, effectively suppressing deep
convection, while perturbations above 700 hPa merely reduced the intensity of convection through the
entrainment mechanism. Craig and Mack [2013] developed an idealized model of upscale organization cascade resulting from the water vapor feedback. Recent investigations with cloud-resolving models have conﬁrmed the important role of water vapor [Holloway and Woolnough, 2016]. Sherwood et al. [2010] reviews
the research on water vapor feedbacks with convection and notes that the relationship can be complex. For
example, in situations of higher wind shear, dry layers can enhance the probability of mesoscale squall-line
formation through precipitation evaporation driving stronger downdrafts [Roca et al., 2005].
The maintenance of the dry anomalies is due to low horizontal mixing time scales on the mesoscale [Pierrehumbert and Yang, 1993; Yang and Pierrehumbert, 1994; Zhang, 2005], although it is likely enhanced in the
idealized CRM setup since the periodic boundary conditions imply an absence of eddies near the domain
scale, seen in the ﬂattening of the power spectra at the largest scales [Bretherton and Khairoutdinov, 2015].
The exact role of water vapor entrainment on organization is far from clear though. While Tompkins [2001a]
and Grabowski and Moncrieff [2004] argued for its importance (using simulations with marginally
convection-resolving resolutions, a caveat that will be returned to in the discussion), Emanuel et al. [2014]
downplayed this role when introducing a simple model for radiative-convective instabilities that omitted an
explicit treatment of entrainment suppression of convection.
In summary, cloud-resolving models with grid sizes of O(1 km) have revealed many of the potential feedback processes that may lead to, or enhance, convective organization. It should be recalled however, that
these studies are often idealized and involve computational compromises, as recently discussed in Mapes
[2016]. The computational requirements of RCE experiments that require more than 40 days of integration
still largely prohibit horizontal resolutions ﬁner than 1 km. Simulations such as Tompkins [2001c], Bryan et al.
[2003], and Khairoutdinov et al. [2009] that use resolutions less than 350 m were restricted to 1 or 2 days. If
water vapor entrainment is a factor for either the establishment and/or the ampliﬁcation of convective
organization, it raises the issue that the organization strength in CRMs model using grid sizes of O(1 km) or
larger is likely to be sensitive to the model resolution and simulation framework in terms of the choice of
subgrid-scale diffusion and mixing.
At 1 km, the model grid size is comparable to the scale of the convective updrafts themselves and simulated convective updrafts will consist of one, or at most, a handful of model grid points. A more accurate
alternative nomenclature for these models is therefore ‘‘convection permitting,’’ to emphasize the fact that
the resolutions employed are inadequate to truly resolve the intricacies of the subcloud scale structure,
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seen in aircraft observations [e.g., Warner and Newnham, 1952; Warner, 1955]. The representation of convection in such models resembles far more the top-hat, ensemble plumes of mass-ﬂux parameterization
schemes of Arakawa and Shubert [1974] and Tiedtke [1989] than actual turbulent convection. Entrainment
into the updraft cores is represented predominantly by the subgrid-scale mixing schemes and (implicit or
explicit) numerical diffusion, and at these resolutions entrained air is mixed homogeneously into the core.
The impacts of the choice of subgrid-scale mixing parameterization scheme have been examined for shortterm simulations of squall lines and other convective phenomena [Takemi and Rotunno, 2003; Bryan, 2005;
Knievel et al., 2007]. Takemi and Rotunno [2003] stressed the importance of identifying an optimum subgridscale eddy mixing constant for simulations of squall lines. Two studies have examined the impact of the
choice of subgrid-scale horizontal mixing scheme on realistic situations, and concluded that 3-D turbulence
schemes that represented greater lateral mixing resulted in more cores with lower updraft velocities
[Machado and Chaboureau, 2015; Hanley et al., 2015]. However, the impact of the subgrid-scale mixing
approach has received limited attention for simulations of RCE. Pauluis and Garner [2006] and Muller and
Held [2012] did investigate the sensitivity of organization to the model resolution employed, with Muller
and Held [2012] stating the need to employ horizontal grid sizes coarser than 2 km for organization to
occur, which may be attributable to the relative contributions of explicit and parameterized updraft entrainment as the resolution changes.
The aim of this paper is therefore to investigate the impact of the subgrid-scale mixing schemes on the
degree of convective organization in the idealized framework of RCE over homogeneous surface conditions.
A commonly used community model is employed that has a wide range of subgrid-scale parameterization
approaches available. A set of long-term convection permitting simulations are performed, each with a
choice of subgrid-scale schemes combinations that are recommended for use by the model designers. It
will be demonstrated that the strength of the entrainment into convection is crucial to the occurrence of
organized convection.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Model
The model used for the simulations is the nonhydrostatic WRF model [Skamarock et al., 2008], version 3.5.1.
The ﬁfth-order advection scheme is employed for both momentum and scalar horizontal ﬁelds [Skamarock
et al., 2008] and the microphysics is parameterized using the Purdue Lin scheme that includes six classes of
hydrometers (water vapor, cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel) [Lin et al., 1983]. The radiative
transfer scheme RRTMG calculates short-wave ðRRTMG2 SWÞ [Mlawer and Clough, 1997] and long-wave ðRRT
MG2 LWÞ [Mlawer et al., 1997; Mlawer and Clough, 1997] ﬂuxes and heating/cooling rates efﬁciently and
accurately using the correlated k approach. Gravity waves are damped at the domain top using Rayleigh
damping to prevent unphysical wave reﬂection off the domain upper boundary [Skamarock et al., 2008].
The simulations conducted use a range of options for representing horizontal and vertical subgrid-scale
mixing. The task of each mixing scheme is to specify an eddy diffusion coefﬁcient k that relates the subgridscale ﬂux of the mixed quantity to its resolved gradient. There are a number of options in WRF to calculate
k using ﬁrst order or 1.5 order closures. In each scheme outlined below, the WRF default minimum background mixing coefﬁcient of 4 m2 s21 is applied. Only a brief overview is given of each scheme; for full
details the reader is referred to section 4.2 of Skamarock et al. [2008].
2.1.1. 2-D Smagorinsky Scheme
One widely used method to calculate the eddy diffusion coefﬁcient is the ﬁrst-order closure of Smagorinsky
[1963]. The 2-D version of this scheme only treats subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy generation by the
shear of horizontal winds and must be supplemented with an additional scheme to represent vertical mixing. The horizontal eddy diffusion coefﬁcient kh is parameterized according to
h
i1
xy 2
kh 5Cs2 lh2 0:25ðD11 2D22 Þ2 1D212
;

(1)

where the ﬁrst and second terms in the brackets represent the tension and shear strain deformation,
respectively (see equations (4.22)–(4.24) of Smagorinsky [1963]). Here Cs is a constant representing the transportation efﬁciency of eddies, set to 0.25 in this scheme, lh is the horizontal eddy mixing length scale,
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1

dv
related to the horizontal grid size as lh 5ðDxDyÞ2 . D represents the wind deformation: D11 52 du
dx ; D22 52 dy ;
du
dv
D12 5 dy 1 dx . D12 is averaged over x and y grid points. For scalar mixing kh is divided by the Prandtl
number (Pr).
2.1.2. 3-D Smagorinsky Scheme
The 3-D Smagorinsky scheme speciﬁes k using both the full 3-D wind shear and static stability. As it represents vertical mixing it can be used with or without a PBL scheme. It calculates both the horizontal and vertical mixing as:
" 
1 #
N2 2
2 2
2
kh;v 5Cs lh;v max 0; D 2
;
(2)
Pr
xy

xg

yg

where N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency and D2 5 12 ½D211 1D222 1D233 1ðD12 Þ2 1ðD13 Þ2 1ðD23 Þ2 , where
dw
dw
D33 52 dw
dz ; D13 5 dx ; D23 5 dy . D13 and D23 are averaged over x and g and y and g grid points, respectively.
Note that the 3-D scheme accounts for shear strain only and does not simplify to the 2-D scheme if
restricted to two dimensions.
In these experiments, turbulence is thus not assumed to be isotropic since Dz  Dx; y. In this case the vertical length scale lv is set equal to the vertical resolution, and lh is identical to the deﬁnition used in the 2-D
scheme, thus the vertical and horizontal mixing lengths differ by approximately an order of magnitude.
2.1.3. Turbulent Kinetic Energy Scheme
A 1.5 order turbulence kinetic energy (e5 12 ðu02 1v 02 1w 02 Þ) scheme is alternatively available, referred to as
the TKE scheme. Like the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme, the TKE closure method can represent both horizontal
and vertical subgrid-scale mixing, in the boundary layer and free troposphere. The standard prognostic
equation for the evolution of e includes shear production, transport, buoyancy, and dissipation terms [e.g.,
Stull, 1988]. Thus, similar to the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme the full 3-D wind shear vector contributes to mixing in addition to the vertical stability. With e known at each time step, the formulation for the eddy coefﬁcient is:
1

kh;v 5Cs e2 lh;v ;

(3)

where Cs is set to a default value of 0.15 in this scheme. In the TKE scheme, the horizontal eddy mixing
length scale lh is identical to that in the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme in the anisotropic case.
If a constant dissipation time scale were used, and local equilibrium assumed, it would be possible to
write the TKE in terms of the wind shear, stability and dissipation time scale and insert this into equation
(3) to derive a diagnostic Smagorinsky-type closure. However, in the TKE scheme, the dissipation term is
set to

 3
ð0:9321:9Ck Þl e2
1:9Ck 1
;
(4)
l
L
pﬃﬃﬃ
1
where L5ðDxDyDzÞ3 and l5minðL; 0:76 e=NÞ, and thus the derivation of a diagnostic scheme is not
straightforward. It is emphasized that the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme in WRF is not the diagnostic equivalent of the TKE scheme and thus the domain and time mean mixing of the two schemes will not be the
same.
2.1.4. Planetary Boundary Layer Scheme
Deep convection initiates in the boundary layer in RCE-type simulations and it is important to have a
good representation of the well mixed layer. To facilitate this, some simulations employ the Yonsei University (YSU) Planetary boundary layer (PBL) scheme to represent the vertical subgrid-scale ﬂuxes of the
thermodynamic and dynamical quantities [Hong et al., 2006]. The YSU PBL scheme has an explicit treatment of the entrainment layer at the PBL top and represents nonlocal mixture using the counter gradient ﬂux terms in the boundary layer. It should be noted that when the PBL scheme is engaged in the
WRF model, it represents all vertical mixing throughout the troposphere for consistency, and is not
restricted to the boundary layer. To accomplish this, above the diagnosed mixed layer top, the scheme
reverts to a standard local diffusion approach to account for vertical mixing using a mixing length
related to the grid resolution [Hong et al., 2006]. Hu et al. [2010] evaluated the scheme against two alternative approaches and found it one of the better performing schemes in terms of the boundary layer
representation.
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2.1.5. Sixth-Order Noise Filter
An optional explicit sixth-order spatial ﬁlter can be applied to locally enhance horizontal diffusion and prevent grid-scale noise and sharp gradients in dynamic and thermodynamical ﬁelds [Xue, 1999]. Bryan [2005]
and Knievel et al. [2007] report the impact of using this scheme. The scheme can be used with or without
enforcing monotonicity to prevent up-gradient transport. In the case of monotonic ﬂux limiter, the diffusive
ﬂuxes are simply set to zero if up-gradient diffusion is diagnosed between two cells [see Xue, 1999, for
details]. Test simulations without the sixth-order diffusion scheme revealed the presence of spurious noise
and thus all simulations use the sixth-order noise ﬁlter without the imposition of monotonicity. We note
that the results were sensitive to the imposition of monotonicity which effectively enhanced mixing at convective grid cells.
2.2. Simulation Setup
The domain size is 500 by 500 km with a sea surface of 301.5 K imposed as a ﬁxed lower boundary condition and periodic lateral boundary conditions. An equatorial location is assumed and the Coriolis effect is
thus ignored. The diurnal cycle is included in the simulations, and while ﬂux quantities are accumulated,
instantaneous snapshots of 3-D ﬁelds are saved at the model simulated midnight. The domain size is similar
to that used by Bretherton et al. [2005]. Muller and Held [2012] found self-aggregation required domain sizes
larger than 200 km although Tompkins and Craig [1998a] documented strong aggregation even with
100 km length 3-D domains, indicating a strong dependence of this threshold on the model conﬁguration.
Wing and Cronin [2016] recently introduced a theory for the spacing between convective clustered in organized states based on the boundary layer recovery that would suggest a single convective cluster is
expected if convective organizes in a domain of this size. A sensitivity test of the control model integration
was conducted with a larger domain of 1000 km by 500 km, and found to give similar convective organization statistics to the control conﬁguration.
All CRM simulations use a 2 km horizontal spacing (as used by Tompkins and Craig [1998a], Bretherton et al.
[2005], and Muller and Held [2012]) and no convective parameterization scheme is used. A stretched vertical
grid divides the atmosphere up into 62 layers to ensure microphysical processes such as ice melting are
well resolved [Tompkins and Emanuel, 2000]. The lowest model level is set to 39 m with grid spacing of only
50 m in the boundary layer, then the spacing stretches to 100 m, 200 m, 500 m, and 1 km at 5 km, 15 km,
and 25 km, respectively. The domain mean horizontal wind is constrained by relaxing the winds toward
zero with a time scale of s5 one hour by adding tendency terms:
du 2u dv 2v
5
; 5
;
dt
s dt
s

(5)

where the overbar represents the domain mean value. This prevents the development of wind shear during
the simulation, as observed in previous simulations [Held et al., 1993; Tompkins and Craig, 1998a; Tompkins,
2000]. The results are insensitive to the chosen time scale if it is shorter than the multiday time scale over
which the spontaneous wind shear but does not impact the nature of convective or subdomain
circulations.
The main experiment examines the impact of the subgrid-scale mixing scheme on the convective
organization and consists of four simulations lasting 70 days. Each simulation uses a distinct combination of subgrid-scale eddy diffusion schemes, as summarized in Table 1. It is emphasized that each
simulation uses a conﬁguration recommended in the WRF user guide, and thus is likely to be regularly employed by users of the model. The ﬁrst simulation (smag3dpbl) uses the 3-D Smagorinsky
mixing for horizontal transport, while the YSU PBL scheme handles all subgrid-scale vertical transport.
The simulation smag3d switches off the YSU scheme, and thus the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme is
responsible for both horizontal and vertical transport. The difference between these two simulations
is thus only in the representation of vertical mixing. The 2-D Smagorinsky scheme with YSU PBL
scheme is used in the smag2dpbl simulation. Comparison of smag2dpbl and smag3dpbl will thus
reveal the impact of including the full 3-D shear tensor and buoyancy in the calculation of horizontal
mixing. The TKE 1.5 order closure scheme is instead employed for the ﬁnal simulation, tke3dpbl,
which also uses the YSU PBL scheme. The eddy mixing coefﬁcient Cs is set to its default value of 0.15
for the TKE simulation.
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Table 1. Overview of the Simulations and Their Mixing Options in the Main Experiment, Which Are Supplemented by Shorter Sensitivity
Simulation Ensembles
Simulation

Horizontal Mixing

smag3dpbl
smag3d
smag2dpbl
tke3dpbl
Sensitivity experiments
TKE eddy strength
TQ-smag3dpbl
UVW-smag3dpbl
Initial conditions

Vertical Mixing

3-D Smagorinsky
3-D Smagorinsky
2-D Smagorinsky
TKE (Cs 5 0.15)

YSU PBL
3-D Smagorinsky
YSU PBL
YSU PBL

TKE scheme with Cs set to 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, or 0.6
3-D Smagorinsky applied only to temperature and humidity ﬁelds
3-D Smagorinsky applied only to velocity ﬁelds
2-D Smagorinsky and TKE initialized from organized state

YSU PBL
YSU PBL
YSU PBL
YSU PBL

The initial horizontal homogeneous environment is speciﬁed based on Jordan mean hurricane sounding for
the West Indies area [Jordan, 1958] which is subject to a humidity and pressure perturbation pattern in the
initial state. To introduce heterogeneity an axisymmetric vortex anomaly in the temperature, humidity, and
pressure is placed at the center of the domain which decreases radially and is applied for all vertical levels.
The structure is a default initialization option in the WRF model and is described by Rotunno and Emanuel
[1987]. To test the sensitivity to the initial conditions, a parallel set of 15 day integrations were conducted
starting with small random perturbations to the temperature and humidity ﬁelds imposed on a uniform
background state, using the smag3dpbl, tke3dpbl, and smag2dpbl schemes, respectively. These integrations conﬁrmed the results of the main experiments and are not reported here. This is not to state that the
initial conditions are not important, since additional experiments show that strongly organized states tend
to remain organized (see section 3.3.3).
In addition to the above simulations, further ensembles of sensitivity simulations were conducted. In the
ﬁrst, the TKE scheme is employed and Cs increased systematically in each 15 day simulation to a maximum
of 0.6, mimicking the 3-D Smagorinsky sensitivity simulations of Takemi and Rotunno [2003] which simulated a squall-line case. Further experiments attempt to isolate the impact of the humidity entrainment and
investigate the sensitivity to strong organization in the initial conditions.

3. Results

TOMPKINS AND SEMIE

Figure 1. Time series of domain average total column integrated water vapor
(TCWV, kg m22) for simulations smag3dpbl, smag3d, smag2dpbl, and
tke3dpbl.

3.1. Equilibrium States
The evolution of the domain mean, vertical integral of water vapor, referred to as
the total column water vapor (TCWV)
reveals the adjustment to equilibrium in
the four simulations (Figure 1). In the two
simulations using the 2-D Smagorinsky
scheme and the TKE scheme (tke3dpbl
and smag2dpbl), TCWV increases to a
equilibrium value of 54 kg m22 in around
5 days of integration and remains close to
that level thereafter. No major temporal
oscillations exceeding 1 kg m22 are seen
around the equilibrium state. In contrast,
in the two simulations using the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme, the domain average
TCWV signiﬁcantly decreases to values in
the range of 32–40 kg m22. The simulations reach equilibrium after around 30–
40 days, the radiative-overturning adjustment time scale [Tompkins and Craig,
1998b; Cronin and Emanuel, 2013], but
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Figure 2. Top-of-atmosphere OLR on day 70 of the simulation for (a) smag3dpbl, (b) smag3d, (c) smag2dpbl, and (d) tke3dpbl.

oscillations occur around the equilibrium state. These characteristics of the smag3dpbl and smag3d simulations are an indication of the onset of self-organization, as organization leads to drier mean states [Bretherton et al., 2005] and larger oscillations might be expected in highly organized states.
The state of organization at the end of each integration is derived from maps of top-of-atmosphere OLR
(Figure 2). The two simulations using the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme evolve to an organized state, with cold
convection anvils (OLR < 180 W m22) restricted to a single band within the domain, which changes orientation during the course of the simulations (not shown). In the band the OLR is between 260 and 280 W m22,
and represents moist columns without high level cloud. The OLR is around 40 W m22 higher in regions far
from the convection, due to the extremely dry atmospheres that result from the organization. In contrast,
tropospheric-deep convection continues to occur throughout the domain in the two simulations using the
TKE and 2-D Smagorinsky scheme (tke3dpbl and smag2dpbl) and these high values of OLR are not
observed.
The boundary between the moist and dry regions is very sharp in the simulations using the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme, resulting in two distinct modes in the TCWV probability density function (PDF) in the
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simulations in which organization occurs
(Figure 3). The moist regions are associated
with a distinct moist mode; a distinct peak
in the TCWV PDF for values exceeding
50 kg m22. The dry regions are marked by
a second mode below 40 kg m22, which is
much stronger in the simulation using
the PBL scheme for vertical mixing. While
previous work has noted bimodality in
water vapor, this characteristic tends to
be restricted to the upper troposphere
detrainment zone [e.g., Zhang et al., 2003].
The strong gradients in humidity are likely
exacerbated by the idealized simulation
framework, where wind shear and rotation
is absent by design. In the two simulations
in which convection does not organize, the
domain remains moister, as expected, and
the PDF reveals a single moist mode.
Tephigrams show that the mean equilibrium structures are reasonable, although
the representation of the well mixed
boundary layer is poor in the smag3d
scheme, which only represents local mixing (Figure 4). The large difference in the atmospheric moisture
content between the organized and unorganized state is re-emphasized. Relative humidity is very high in
both smag2dpbl and tke3dpbl below the freezing level. Interestingly, there is a distinct moist mode in the
smag3dpbl integration in the 100 hPa layer below the freezing level; a possible indication of the trimodal
detrainment level [Johnson et al., 1999; Tompkins and Emanuel, 2000; Khairoutdinov et al., 2009].
Figure 3. Probability density function of the total column water vapor
(TCWV) for simulations smag3dpbl, smag3d, smag2dpbl, and tke3dpbl averaged over the ﬁnal 5 days of the simulations.

The level of organization is quantiﬁed by the time series of the organization index Iorg, which reﬂects the
evolution of the TCWV (Figure 5, see Appendix A for calculation). Simulations smag2dpbl and tke3dpbl,
which evolved to a moist state, did not organize. Indeed, rather than being random, convection is slightly
regular, as convective towers are slightly further apart on average than expected from a random distribution. The paired, nearest neighbor cumulative density function (NNCDF) curves for the duration of the simulations show that the regularity occurs over distances less than 19 km (Figure 6b), with the distribution of
convective towers exactly random at scales exceeding this threshold. This is probably related to the effect
of cold pools, which typically grow to radii of O(10km) in low shear environments [Tompkins, 2001c; Ross
et al., 2004]. In such low wind shear conditions, cold pools trigger new convective updrafts at the gust front
when they are mature and almost recovered, while preventing new convection from occurring in the direct
vicinity of deep convection due to the suppression of the boundary layer virtual temperature, leading to
mutual exclusivity [Randall and Huffman, 1980].
The two simulations using the 3-D Smagorinsky diffusion scheme show strong organization. Interestingly,
the temporal evolution of the organization index Iorg exactly mirrors that seen in the TCWV (Figures 1 and
5), which indicates that the multiday time scale oscillations of the domain mean water vapor around the
equilibrium state are the direct result of oscillations in the degree of convective organization. Even in these
simulations however, convection is regular at distances less than 15 km, while the clustering occurs over
larger spatial scales exceeding this up to the domain size (Figure 6a).
The adjustment of the domain relative humidity (RH) as a function of height toward the organized state in
simulation smag3dpbl mirrors the ﬁndings of Tompkins and Craig [1998b]. The wettest 10th percentile of
the domain in terms of TCWV shows limited adjustment toward the equilibrium state, due to the moist initial conditions (Figure 7). In the driest 10th percentile, the adjustment is relatively fast in the deep convective detrainment zone between 12 and 14 km, where radiative cooling rates are decreasing with height
toward the radiative tropopause at 14 km. Boundary layer ﬂuxes and shallow convection keep the boundary
layer moist for the ﬁrst 2 weeks in this zone. Subsidence dries the troposphere in a ‘‘top-down’’ direction
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Figure 4. Tephigram charts of temperature (blue), speciﬁc humidity (green) for the ﬁnal 5 day and domain mean average of the four
experiments smag3d, smag3dpbl, smag2dpbl, and tke3dpbl. In tephigrams, the near horizontal lines are pressure (blue), the black diagonal lines are isopleths of T and h, the green diagonal lines are isopleths of saturation mixing ratio and the curved lines are isopleths of he.
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shortly after the onset of organization,
as expected since the lateral convective
source of water vapor (via detrainment)
becomes more remote as organization progresses [see Pierrehumbert and Yang, 1993;
Yang and Pierrehumbert, 1994; Couhert
et al., 2010; Sherwood et al., 2010].
The adjustment to an organized state can
also be examined in terms of the domain
standard deviation of the relative humidity
(with smag3dpbl and smag2dpbl shown in
Figure 8). As the initial conditions for the
simulations contain a strong perturbation
in temperature and humidity in the initial
vortex structure, the convection occurs
predominantly in the central part of the
domain immediately after initialization.
This increases the RH variance in the midto-upper troposphere in both simulations
Figure 5. Organization index (Iorg) sampled once daily for simulations
smag3dpbl, smag3d, smag2dpbl, and tke3dpbl (see legend).
during the ﬁrst 2–3 days, which then
decreases as deep convection propagates
throughout the domain. The simulations start to diverge after day 3, however, with RH variance increasing
throughout the lower troposphere in the simulation using the 3-D Smagorinsky mixing scheme. The variance increases fastest after day 20 as the deep convection organizes, reaching equilibrium after 35 days. In
this state, the maximum variance of RH occurs at two levels, at 1–2 km height above the planetary boundary layer and at 4 km height below the freezing level mode. In contrast the RH variance remains limited at
all levels in smag2dpbl after day 10.
The net radiative heating rates in simulation smag3dpbl are divided into four quartiles to show the contrasts between the driest and wettest parts of the domain (Figure 9). As discussed in Wing and Emanuel
[2013] and Emanuel et al. [2014], as organization develops, the driest quartile is subject to the greatest net
cooling rates throughout the mid-to-upper troposphere, encouraging greater subsidence and convergence
into the moister regions. As the organization increases, the driest quartile becomes so dry that its net cooling rate decreases in the mid-to-upper troposphere, and it is actually the intermediate quartiles that have
the greatest cooling rates. The driest quartile instead has the greatest cooling rates in the boundary layer
due to the dryness of the atmosphere above, which are offset by increased turbulent ﬂuxes in that layer.
The observed structures in the radiative cooling rates conﬁrm the assumptions of the two-layer model in
Emanuel et al. [2014], which were based on simulations using a different cloud-resolving model.
3.2. Role of Mixing
The results of the four simulations clearly show that horizontal mixing is a key factor for determining the
occurrence of convective organization. The only difference between the sensitivity simulations of
smag3dpbl, smag2dpbl, and tke3dpbl is the representation of horizontal subgrid mixing since all three simulations employ the same approach for vertical mixing.
The mixing strength is quantiﬁed by the horizontal eddy viscosity or mixing coefﬁcient kh as described by
equations (1)–(3) for the cases of 2-D Smagorinsky, 3-D Smagorinsky and TKE closure schemes, respectively.
At a height of 500 hPa using the 3-D Smagorinsky and TKE schemes, the eddy mixing is mostly taking place
in the vicinity of convective cores, due to the horizontal gradients in vertical velocity there (Figure 10). In
most of the domain away from convective cores, the mixing coefﬁcient adopts the imposed minimum value
of 4 m2 s21. Instead values on the order of 50–100 m2 s21 are found throughout the domain for the 2-D
dw
Smagorinsky scheme. Away from cores, the dw
dx and dy terms are small, thus only difference between the 2-D
and 3-D Smagorinsky schemes away from cores is that the latter accounts for static stability, which
suppresses turbulence in the free troposphere. The static stability is accounted for in the TKE prognostic
equation also suppresses free tropospheric mixing in that scheme.
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The slice of kh at 500 hPa shows the diagnostic nature of the 3-D Smagorinsky
scheme leads to very high mixing only at
the updraft core itself, where the horizontal shear of the vertical velocity is large
(Figures 10a and 10b). The prognostic
TKE scheme produces much lower peak
mixing values, but the transport of TKE
leads to higher mixture over a large
radius of grid cells surrounding the
updrafts (Figure 10d).

A comparison of the eddy viscosity kh
calculated for the domain mean and all
updraft cores with vertical velocity
exceeding 1 m s21 indicates stark differences in the magnitude of the mixing
between the approaches (Figure 11). The
neglect of the static stability leads to the
(b)
domain mean mixing coefﬁcient being
approximately constant with height when
using the 2-D Smagorinsky scheme (Figure 11a). Instead mixing decreases
strongly with height in both the 3-D Smagorinsky and TKE schemes due to the
impact of static stability and the reduction in the number of convective cores.
The simulations with the 3-D Smagorinsky
scheme, smag3dpbl, and smag3d, have
an order of magnitude greater horizontal
mixing coefﬁcient compared to the
smag2dpbl and tke3dpbl simulations in
the lower troposphere below 800 hPa
(Figure 11). Above 800 hPa, the domain
Figure 6. Solid line: Model NNCDF (left y axis) against Poisson NNCDF (see
mean mixing is lower than that of the TKE
Appendix A for calculation method) for (a) smag3dpbl and (b) smag2dpbl.
scheme, while the average of the convecThe dashed line indicates spatial scale (right y axis, read vertically down from
the solid to the dashed line to obtain the spatial scale for each NNCDF point).
tive grid cell only is higher, again emphaSimulations smag3d and tke3dpbl (not shown) are almost identical to
sizing the impact of the prognostic
smag3dpbl and smag2dpbl, respectively.
approach relative to the diagnostic, local
Smagorinsky scheme. TKE is advected in
WRF, and mixing strength is consequently higher in the upper troposphere. It is also noted that the domain
mean, mass-weighted vertical integrals of the TKE and 3-D Smagorinsky mixing coefﬁcients are not equal,
highlighting the fact that despite the two schemes accounting for shear and stability similarly, the Smagorinsky approach is not simply a local diagnostic equilibrium version of the TKE scheme.
Comparing the TKE and 3-D Smagorinsky approaches, while the schemes both account for the same processes of stability and shear, the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme diagnoses far higher mixing rates in the locality
of the updraft cores. It is recalled that the use of 3-D Smagorinsky leads to organization, while the TKE does
not. The greater mixing in the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme suggests that updraft entrainment processes in the
lower troposphere are key, and that sufﬁciently large entrainment is required for organization to occur. If
entrainment is relatively low, convection can occur in the drier regions of the domain, thus acting as a negative organizational feedback and destroying nascent organization by locally moistening the dry perturbations through detrainment processes. The signiﬁcant differences in the domain mean mixing between the
3-D Smagorinsky and TKE approaches highlight the importance of the dissipation term in the TKE equation,
which is a function of the atmospheric stability (see section 4.2.4 of Skamarock et al. [2008]).
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Figure 7. Relative humidity as a function of height for the (a) driest and (b) moistest 10th percentile of TCWV, showing the adjustment to
equilibrium in smag3dpbl.

3.3. Sensitivity Experiments
3.3.1. Humidity Entrainment Experiment
The use of the 3-D Smagorinsky scheme leads to the onset of organization, and it is suggested that this is
due to the stronger mixing in the vicinity of updraft cores that this scheme diagnoses. The entrainment of
dry air would reduce updraft buoyancy and suppress updraft momentum [Derbyshire et al., 2004], thus it is
suggested that the organization results speciﬁcally from the strong entrainment of humidity, rather than
momentum. To test this hypothesis, two further simulations were conducted for a period of 45 days. In the
ﬁrst simulation (TQ-smag3dpbl), only the scalar quantities of temperature and humidity are horizontally
mixed by the Smagorinsky scheme, while the mixing of all other parameters is zero. In the second simulation (UVW-smag3dpbl), the velocities ﬁeld is horizontally mixed, while scalar mixing is neglected. As
expected, the TQ-smag3dpbl simulation tracks the full smag3dpbl simulation, while the simulation with
velocity mixing (UVW-smag3dpbl) remains unorganized (Figure 12). This sensitivity experiment conﬁrms
the hypothesis that it is the horizontal entrainment of humidity into the convective updrafts that is key.
3.3.2. Eddy Strength Experiment
It is postulated that the TKE simulation did not produce convective organization since the entrainment mixing was too weak to prevent convection from removing dry perturbations, even though the horizontal
shear of the vertical wind velocity is accounted for in the prognostic TKE equation. A testable prediction
resulting from this hypothesis is that amplifying the eddy mixing in the TKE scheme should result in the

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. Temporal evolution of the spatial standard deviation of relative humidity in the (a) smag3dpbl and (b) smag2dpbl simulations.
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Figure 9. Net radiative heating rates for simulation smag3dpbl averaged over the (a) driest quartile (b) second quartile (c) third quartile, and (d) moistest quartile according to the column integrated water vapor.

onset of organization. This ampliﬁcation is achieved by increasing the eddy mixing coefﬁcient Cs, which is a
crude measure of the mixing efﬁciency of the largest subgrid-scale eddies, and is typically between 0.15
and 0.23. In the control simulations the value of 0.15 was used, but a set of ﬁve additional sensitivity 15 day
simulations was conducted in which the value was set to 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6. Thus, the most extreme
simulation increases the eddy mixing by a factor of 4, closer to the mixing strength diagnosed by 3-D Smagorinsky approach in the vicinity of convective updrafts.
The organization index for these simulations appears to conﬁrm the hypothesis (Figure 13). Simulations
with small enhancements in mixing do not undergo organization, but at a mixing coefﬁcient of 0.5 the system switches to an organized state within 15 days. This transition is very apparent in Figure 14, which shows
the enhanced mixing value in the latter two simulations in the neighborhood of cores which occupy an
increasingly smaller fraction of the domain as the mixing coefﬁcient is increased.
3.3.3. Initial Conditions Sensitivity
To test the sensitivity of the convective organizational state to initial conditions, two further simulations
were conducted. In the ﬁrst, the smag3dpbl, tke3dpbl, and smag2dpbl simulations were started from a resting initial state with small random perturbations applied to the temperature, humidity, and velocity. The
magnitude of the perturbations is similar to those applied in the vortex initialization, thus the key difference
is in the spatial structure of the perturbation pattern. The 3-D Smagorinsky scheme still resulted in an organized state, in contrast to the other two experiments, indicating that the spatial pattern of the perturbations
had a limited effect (not shown).
A second experiment instead used the organized state on day 70 of the smag3dpbl integration as initial
conditions for three further simulations, using the PBL scheme for vertical mixing and the TKE scheme, the
2-D Smagorinsky scheme, or the 3-D Smagorinsky applied only to momentum ﬁelds for horizontal mixing
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Figure 10. kh at 500 hPa within an arbitrarily chosen subdomain of 100 km by 100 km containing deep convection on the ﬁnal day of simulation for (a) smag3dpbl, (b) smag3d, (c) smag2dpbl, and (d) tke3dpbl.

(tke3dpbl, smag2dpbl, and UVW-smag3dpbl, respectively). These three experiment conﬁgurations were
chosen since they all prevented convective organization from occurring, and thus they may be expected to
lead to the breakup of the organized state within the 30 day integration period (the radiative overturning
time for the free troposphere, Tompkins and Craig [1998b]). In fact, Figure 15 shows that despite strong
oscillations in the degree of the organization, the simulations remain organized, revealing a strong hysteresis behavior.
It is clear why this hysteresis may occur, since the suppression of buoyancy in updrafts is related not only to
the strength of the entrainment mixing, but also to the magnitude of the humidity anomaly of the air
entrained. Thus, even the weaker entrainment mixing of the default TKE and 2-D Smagorinsky turbulence
schemes is adequate to suppress deep convective activity if occurring in very dry regions, as is the case
when initializing the model with an already organized state. Moreover, in the organized state, the boundary
layer is also drier, reducing convective available potential energy and increasing convective inhibition
energy. It is noted that this result contrasts with the ﬁndings of Tompkins and Craig [1998a], who found that
homogenizing radiative heating rates or surface ﬂuxes quickly destroyed organization within 4 days of integration. However, Tompkins and Craig [1998a] used a small domain size of O(100km) which limits the
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distance between convective clusters,
and thus also the variability of humidity
possible within the domain. Indeed,
Muller and Held [2012] found O(100km)
domain sizes prevented convective organization from occurring altogether.

4. Discussion
Emanuel et al. [2014] introduced a simple
two-layer model to investigate how radiative feedback with water vapor may lead
to instability. The model successfully represents the respective roles of the upper
and lower tropospheric emissivity in convective organizational feedback, which
was demonstrated in Wing and Emanuel
[2013]. Concerning the water vapor
convection feedback in a variant of their
simple model, Emanuel et al. [2014] noted
(b) core mean
that ‘‘the sensitivity of convection to
water vapor boosts the instability but cannot destabilize the model on its own.’’ It is
important to emphasize that this conclusion is an outcome of the physical
assumptions on which the simple model
is based and may not reﬂect the behavior
of the tropical atmosphere. The two-layer
model of Emanuel et al. [2014] determines
the convective mass ﬂux using the
boundary layer quasi-equilibrium theory
of Raymond [1995] and Emanuel [1995].
Water vapor affects the convective mass
ﬂux, but only because with a drier midtroposphere, less mass ﬂux is required to
provide the necessary moist static energy
ﬂux from the boundary layer (see their
equation (14)). In other words, no matter
how dry the troposphere is, entrainment
Figure 11. Vertical proﬁle of the mean the horizontal mixing coefﬁcient kh calcannot inhibit convection in that model,
culated for the (a) domain mean and (b) all updraft cores, deﬁned as grid cells
and it is consequently logical that water
with vertical velocity exceeding 1 m s21. The simulations are given the
vapor-convection feedback plays a limlegend.
ited role in its instability. This is not supported by numerical experimentation [Tompkins, 2001a; Derbyshire et al., 2004; Grabowski and Moncrieff, 2004],
with the strong caveat that these simulations used large grid sizes O(2km), which is discussed further below.
The potential role of entrainment can be illustrated it by considering a two column representation of the
tropics in a state of radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE). The weak temperature gradient (WTG) approximation is assumed to hold, in which gravity waves remove virtual temperature perturbations efﬁciently
[Sobel et al., 2001; Polvani and Sobel, 2002] and convective activity is equal in both columns, with the compensating subsidence balancing radiative cooling (see schematic in Figure 16). The response to a dry perturbation in one column is considered, assumed to be in the mid-to-upper troposphere (refer to Figures 7 and
8). As discussed in Emanuel et al. [2014] and Wing and Emanuel [2013], the response to the drying would be
enhanced long-wave radiative cooling in the troposphere below the dry perturbation, with reduced cooling
aloft (as seen in Figure 9).
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How would the two column system
respond to these perturbations? The WTG
assumption dictates that the enhanced
cooling must be offset by enhanced
subsidence to prevent horizontal buoyancy gradients, but the corresponding
enhancement of deep convection can
occur in either or both columns. If deep
convection is highly sensitive to the dry
environment through an entrainment
mechanism, whereby the evaporative
cooling effectively nulliﬁes updraft
buoyancy, then the enhanced convective mass ﬂux will occur in the moister
column. While deep convection dries
the atmosphere (precipitation is produced), locally it moistens the environment through detrainment, while the
drying is spread over the deformation
Figure 12. Organization index Iorg for the ﬁrst 45 days of the smag3dpbl
radius through gravity wave propagasimulation, compared to two sensitivity tests in which the 3-D Smagorinsky
tion [Bretherton and Smolarkiewicz,
mixing scheme is applied only to scalars (TQ-smag3dpbl) or velocity ﬁelds
(UVW-smag3dpbl).
1989]. Thus, in this situation, the horizontal gradient of the total column
water vapor is increased by enhanced convective detrainment in the moist column (see discussion in
Grabowski and Moncrieff [2004], which also highlights the potential additional role that precipitation
evaporation can play to further strengthen this feedback). This represents a positive organizational
feedback that could lead to a situation where all deep convective activity occurs in one column only.
This is the situation in the simulations reported here when the 3-D Smagorinsky mixing scheme is used,
leading to a high sensitivity of convection to environmental moisture.
If the entrainment into convective updrafts is limited, then the dry perturbation will have minimal impact
on deep convection through entrainment. Any imbalance in convective mass ﬂuxes between the two columns will only be due to the response to the radiative cooling in each column, where the dry patch will
enhance radiative cooling in the layer below [see Sherwood et al., 2010; Wing and Emanuel, 2013; Emanuel
et al., 2014]. Any nascent dry perturbation is eradicated by local detrainment and convection remains
unorganized. This was the situation
with the 2-D Smagorinsky and TKE turbulence schemes in our simulations,
which produced smaller mixing rates
near updraft cores in the mid-to-lower
troposphere. It is likely that the
entrainment sensitivity has to be high
for spontaneous organization to occur,
since the dry patches grow downward
from the upper troposphere, where
there is relatively little water vapor.
Sherwood et al. [2010] highlights how
the evidence for lower to midtropospheric water vapor control on convection is substantial, while the existence
of the inﬂuence of upper tropospheric
water vapor anomalies, such as suggested by Waugh and Polvani [2000], is
Figure 13. Daily sampled organization index (Iorg) using the TKE turbulence scheme
unclear.
with Cs values of 0.15 (default simulation tke3dpbl), 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6.
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Figure 14. Horizontal slice of kh at 950 hPa for Cs values of (a) 0.2, (b) 0.3, (c) 0.4, and (d) 0.5 at day 15 of the TKE sensitivity experiment
simulations.

What do these results imply about the ﬁndings of previous studies? As stated in the literature review
Pauluis and Garner [2006] and Muller and Held [2012] both investigated the sensitivity of spontaneous
organization to the horizontal resolution employed in the models. Muller and Held [2012] stated that a
grid size coarser than 2 km was required for convective organization to occur. The results here suggest
that this could be partly attributable to the strength of entrainment mixing represented by the
subgrid-scale scheme. Subgrid-scale parameterization schemes for turbulent mixing usually contain a
parameter that represents the eddy length scale, which (above the PBL) is often related to the model
grid size. At ﬁner resolutions the eddy mixing length will be smaller. If numerical and explicit mixing
of air into the updraft does not increase to compensate, then entrainment, and consequently convection feedback with water vapor, will decrease at ﬁner resolutions. Finer resolution models could therefore be less likely to undergo spontaneous organization, as seen in Muller and Held [2012].
Organization in global model simulations of RCE will thus also be sensitive to the convective
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parameterization scheme’s entrainment formulation [e.g., Popke et al.,
2013; Reed et al., 2015; Coppin and
Bony, 2015].
The neglect of the horizontal shear of
the vertical velocity in the 2-D Smagorinsky scheme would imply that the
TKE or 3-D Smagorinsky schemes represent mixing with more ﬁdelity, but
evaluating the respective schemes is
not straightforward as even the deﬁnismag2dpbl
tion of entrainment is still debated
[Romps, 2010; Sherwood et al., 2013;
tke3dpbl
Yeo and Romps, 2013; Dawe and Austin,
UVW-smag3dpbl
2013; De Rooy et al., 2013]. Indeed,
Bryan et al. [2003] pointed out that
subgrid closures designed for largeeddy simulations are not valid at
O(1km) spatial scales, suggesting that
100 m or ﬁner grid sizes are required.
Figure 15. Time series of organization index Iorg, showing smag3dpbl for the ﬁrst
Even with an accurate magnitude of
70 days. At day 70, the organized convective state is used to initialize three simulations, smag2dpbl, UVW-smag3dpbl, and tke3dpbl, which are integrated for a
mixing, at 2 km grid sizes, any entrained
further 30 days.
air is mixed uniformly throughout
the updraft in a similar manner to the
bulk mass-ﬂux parameterization schemes that use a top-hat approach [e.g., Tiedtke, 1989], a deﬁciency that is in
conﬂict with observations of stochastic, episodic mixing in clouds [Paluch, 1979] that motivated efforts to improve
convective parameterization approaches Emanuel [1991], Emanuel and Zivkovic-Rothman [1999], and Romps
[2016]. The use of such coarse resolutions in cloud-resolving studies of RCE prevents undilute updrafts to penetrate to the upper troposphere. While
Romps and Kuang [2010] question the
amount of undilute mass ﬂux that
reaches the convective detrainment
zone, their study still diagnoses a signiﬁcant undilute mass-ﬂux proportion in the
lower to midtroposphere. We surmise
that homogeneous mixing of air through
the updraft core may artiﬁcially suppress
convection and enhance organizational
feedback as a result.

Figure 16. Schematic of the possible responses to a upper troposphere dry perturbation in a two column model of RCE. (a) With high convective sensitivity to
entrainment of dry air the convection will be enhanced in the moist column
(black arrows), and a positive organizational feedback occurs. (b) In contrast, low
entrainment sensitivity leads to convection removing the dry perturbation locally
and convection does not organize. See main text for full discussion.
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Is there evidence that 2 km cloudresolving models of RCE could be
exaggerating the strength and extent
of organization? It is certainly the case
that in models that undergo organization, the dry regions in which convection is suppressed are extremely dry
when compared to observations in the
tropics. Part of the reason could be the
lack of domain-scale eddies driving
mixing at the mesoscale in the idealized frameworks that often employ
period lateral boundary conditions as
here, it could certainly be the case that
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an exaggeration of the positive organizational feedback strength could be enhancing the moist-dry gradients.

5. Conclusions
Numerical models of the atmosphere that
use convection-permitting horizontal resolutions have proven themselves to be very
useful tools for understanding the potential
for convection to organize spontaneously.
Studies with such models have often, but
not always, shown spontaneous organization of convection to occur. While many
spatial feedback mechanisms have been
investigated to ascertain their role in organization, no deﬁnitive picture has yet been
obtained. Part of the reason for this is likely
Figure 17. Schematic of NNCDF calculation. The domain is recursively
to be that the relative roles of radiative,
traced to identify the geometric centroid of each updraft (red points) and
the distance to its nearest neighbor is calculated (double headed arrows).
water vapor, cloud and convection thermoThe NNCDF is the normalized cumulative density function of these
dynamical and dynamical interactions will
distances.
be a strong function of the model’s physical
parameterizations for microphysics and turbulence, in addition to the experimental framework chosen,
such as domain size and strength of imposed background wind (shear).
Here a cloud-resolving model was integrated to radiative-convective equilibrium using a domain of 500 by
500 km with a horizontal resolution of 2 km in four separate simulations, each of which used a different set
of parameterizations to represent horizontal and vertical subgrid-scale mixing. In two of the simulations,
convection strongly organized, whereas in two others it remained close to being random (in fact, the convection was slightly regularly spaced, due to the mutual exclusivity of cold pools at spatial scales inferior to
15–20 km). The key difference between these simulations was the strength of the horizontal subgrid-scale
mixing in the vicinity of updraft cores. Using a diagnostic 3-D Smagorinsky scheme, the mixing was much
dw
stronger than the standard 2-D Smagorinsky scheme, due to the dw
dx and dy horizontal shear of the vertical
wind component terms. The prognostic turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) scheme account for this shear term,
but the transport and dissipation terms result in less mixing in the lower troposphere, and speciﬁcally,
between updrafts and their environment, and no organization resulted.
Greater subgrid-scale mixing drives greater subgrid-scale entrainment into the updraft cores (homogeneously throughout the core at O(2km) grid sizes) implying a stronger water vapor-convection feedback,
and allowing spontaneous organization to occur. We use the term ‘‘allowing,’’ since radiative-convective
feedbacks are still key in driving the strong organization, as shown previously by Tompkins and Craig
[1998a], Stephens et al. [2008], Wing and Emanuel [2013], and Emanuel et al. [2014]. The simulations here
show that water vapor feedback with convection does not just have the potential to amplify organization
driven by other mechanisms; it is a necessary but not sufﬁcient condition for convective organization. While
the diabatic budget analysis methodology of Wing and Emanuel [2013] is useful for diagnosing the relative
contributions of processes to the formation and maintenance of the organized state, it is always important
to recall that these budgets are a function of the physical assumptions contained in the model parameterizations of small-scale processes. Thus the convective and large-scale transport of moist static energy is a
function of the entrainment feedback, but the process of entrainment does not feature as a diabatic process
in its own right, hence the potential to overlook it as a key process in the onset of organization.
Based on these ﬁndings, the hypothesis was made that progressively increasing the subgrid-scale eddy mixing strength from weak to stronger mixing should lead to the switch from random convection to an organized state, and a set of simulations using the TKE scheme conﬁrmed this. With O(2 km) grid-sizes, updraft
properties are homogeneous and the role of the mixing in organization could be exaggerated by the turbulence schemes. Clearly, simulations of RCE with higher sub-100 m grid-size will be required to test the
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robustness of the organizational mechanisms simulated with 2 km grid-size models,
resolutions advocated previously by Bryan
et al. [2003] and Wyngaard [2004]. Sullivan
and Patton [2011] discusses resolution
requirements and states that convergence is
achieved when the most energetic eddies
are well resolved, which is not the case at
€rnbrack [2008] also
2 km, and Craig and Do
suggest that resolving clouds requires grid
sizes that resolve the typical buoyancy scale
of a few hundred meters. The present state
of the art of LES is represented by Heinze
et al. [2016], integrating a model for the
whole of Germany with a 100 m grid spacing, for a period of 4 days.
The simulations in this paper also highlight
the fact that intricacies of the assumptions
contained in the parameterization of smallFigure 18. Schematic of organizational index (Iorg) derivation from the
scale physics can strongly impact the possimodel simulated NNCDF. The simulated normalized NNCDF (y axis) is plotbility of crossing the threshold from unorgated against the Poisson normalized NNCDF that would be obtained from
a random distribution (x axis). Iorg is the integral under the curve. A pernized to organized equilibrium states. The
fectly random distribution of convection would lie on the diagonal dashed
expense of such simulations has usually
line and would have Iorg 5 0.5. The graph shows a clustered example, for
meant that only one model conﬁguration is
which Iorg > 0.5, while a regular distribution would lie below the diagonal
as annotated. Note that for a given scene, the joint NNCDF can (and often
used concerning assumptions of small-scale
does, e.g., Figure 6a) cross the diagonal, indicating both regular and clusprocesses such as mixing and microphysics,
tered organization occurring at different spatial scales.
often initialized from a single initial condition.
The potential of multiple equilibria and also
an hysteresis in the transition between organized and unorganized states [Muller and Held, 2012], points to
the requirement for larger integration ensembles employing a range of initial and boundary conditions, and
physical parameterization assumptions. The ongoing requirements of large-domain, RCE numerical experiments imply that this challenge can be best met with a community-based, convective organization model
intercomparison project (CORGMIP). The envisaged CORGMIP experiment would deﬁne a set of simulations
protocols to allow organizational feedbacks to be diagnosed and compared with increased conﬁdence.

Appendix A: Organization Index
It is useful to introduce a metric of convective clustering [e.g., Tobin et al., 2012]. Many metrics based on
OLR or water vapor gauge relative clustering and scenes over different surface temperature boundary conditions are difﬁcult to compare. Here a simple organization index (Iorg) is introduced that permits one to
classify a ﬁeld as regular, random or clustered.
To calculate the index, updraft grid cells are identiﬁed based on a threshold vertical velocity of 1 m s21 at the
level of 730 hPa (2680 m) [e.g., LeMone and Zipser, 1980; Robe and Emanuel, 1996; Tompkins, 2000]. The
domain is recursively traced to identify adjacent updraft cells as a single updraft core entity (Figure 17). For
each updraft core, the distance from its geometrical centroid to that of its nearest neighbor is calculated,
accounting for the periodic boundary conditions. Updraft cores cover a small fraction of the domain [Craig,
1996; Tompkins and Craig, 1998a] and thus the impact of edge effects and merging are minimized [Weger
et al., 1992]. The cumulative density function of these nearest neighbor distances is calculated (NNCDF).
If convection were randomly organized, and thus can be considered as a Poisson point process, the expected
distribution for the NNCDF is given by a Weibull distribution [Stoyan et al., 1987; Weger et al., 1992]:
NNCDFran 512expð2kpr 2 Þ:
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Here k is the number of points per unit area (a normalizing factor) and r is the nearest neighbor distance.
The NNCDF of the model simulation is compared to this theoretical random distribution (Figure 18). If the
simulated distribution of convection is random at all spatial scales, then the graph of simulated versus theoretical NNCDF will lie on the diagonal. For clustered (regular) convection, the number of cores within a certain distance will exceed (be less than) that predicted by equation (A1) and the line will lie above (below)
the diagonal. If information concerning the value of r is added to the graph, then it can show how clustering/regularity changes as a function of spatial scale. Various previous applications of this approach include
Weger et al. [1992], Benner and Curry [1998], Craig and Cohen [2006], and Seifert and Heus [2013].
A simple index of organization (Iorg) can be derived by integrating the area under the NNCDF graph. Random convection will have Iorg 5 0.5, and clustered (regular) states will have values that exceed (are less
than) this. Hypothesis testing can be performed on a time series of Iorg to determine the classiﬁcation of
organization. Although for a point process the index can theoretical take values ranges from zero to one,
the ﬁnite grid size implies that the extreme values cannot be obtained. As the index is an integrated quantity, it is noted that a value Iorg 5 0.5 does not imply that convection is exactly randomly distributed at all
spatial scales; it could be a result of cancellation, and the full NNCDF graph should be examined to determine how clustering changes as a function of scale.
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